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It is good to grasp the meaning of the quotation of Colin Powell, an American statesman and retired US four star general about success that there are no secrets to success, hard work, preparation and not giving up will give the best results.

I guess every teacher, be it in the public schools or private institutions knows the meaning of the words Work and Success. Works is an activity involving mental or physical effort done in order to achieve a purpose or result, especially in one’s job. Individuals are doing this as means of earning income, since this is their source of employment.

Usually, school heads observed that a happy employee is a productive employee. They further stressed that a successful employee combined hard work and setting goals since hard work is synonymous to success.

Every teacher must concentrate in a work that he considers as his bread and butter or his life blood. He or she really gives his best and really does everything for his success. Perhaps you have read or heard about the quote of Pele, a retired football player who was regarded as the greatest football player all time, about Success. He said that Success is no accident. It is about giving all your best.

As teachers or employees, our main goal should not be financial gains, although, this is the prime reason why a man works. We must determine the best gauge why one becomes successful because his endeavor. The truth is, the highest reward for his hard work is not the money he or she earned but the strength of character that is developed by that particular endeavor.
The saying of Steve Jobs, one of the cofounders of Apple Computers, will inspire us to continue in our hard work, because our work is going to fill a large part of our life, and the only way for us to be truly satisfied is to do what we believe is our great opus. And the only way to do great work is developed by that particular endeavor to love what you do.”

In view of what has been said and discussed about hard work and success, I cannot help but to ponder a while and promise myself to improve more my performance coupled with love of work and perseverance here in every job I have.
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